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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
IAPD Welcomes New Member Interfacial Solutions
OVERLAND PARK, Kans. ̶ The International Association of Plastics Distribution is pleased to announce
that Interfacial Solutions, an associated products and services provider, has joined the association. The
company is headquartered in River Falls, WI, USA. Interfacial Solutions provides idea-to-production
contract research and development services to the plastics industry. Founded in 2003 on a vision to
help innovators innovate and to provide product development services to the plastics industry,
Interfacial Solutions has helped its customers commercialize more than US$300 million dollars of
plastic products in a variety of markets. The organization comprises a multi-disciplined team of
approximately 30 plastic product development specialists focused on providing timely solutions. Their
42,000 square foot facility located near Minneapolis, MN, USA is equipped with state-of-the-art
polymer testing equipment and polymer melt processing equipment. Product development services
range from idea generation to sample creation and polymer lab testing to truckload quantity
production. Interfacial Solutions also looks forward to introducing its own novel plastics technologies
to the industry in the not-too-distant future. More information is available at
www.interfacialsolutions.com.
“I am pleased to welcome Interfacial Solutions as a new IAPD member. IAPD represents that plastics
distribution supply chain and most importantly, champions the use of plastics in applications and the
use of distribution as the way to market,” said IAPD CEO Susan E. Avery, CAE. “Associated Products and
Services members offer invaluable resources, products and services to the plastics distribution
industry. Through their participation in IAPD, they will be provided access to the most important
market players in the supply chain and access to the thought leaders in the plastics distribution
industry.”
About IAPD
The International Association of Plastics Distribution (IAPD), established in 1956, brings together
distributors, fabricators, manufacturers, manufacturers’ representatives, recyclers and service
providers in an environment which encourages a free flow of ideas and information that help
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members build their businesses. Every program and service we provide is designed with the simple
goal of helping our members increase profitability. Membership in IAPD is an affordable business
investment. IAPD provides training, connections with customers and suppliers and information about
developments that impact the industry. What makes IAPD unique is a commitment to educating
customers and other key end-users about plastics. In other words, IAPD works with members to build
the demand for plastics. Central to this effort is the reinforcement of the value of distribution.
For a full description of membership benefits and to download an application, visit
www.iapd.org/join_renew/membership_benefits.cfm.
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